
Abstract  Active human body models (HBMs) are important enablers for the simulation of occupant kinematics 
in pre-crash manoeuvres in whole-sequence crash scenarios. Pre-crash kinematics as well as injury risks have 
been shown to vary with sex. In this study, an average-sized female version (F50) of the active M50 SAFER HBM 
was developed using parametric mesh morphing, complemented with scaling of the muscle cross-sectional area. 
The active F50 model was validated with respect to volunteer pre-crash kinematics in braking and evasive turning 
manoeuvres, for two different belt systems (standard/pre-tensioned). Overall, the active F50 model predictions 
were slightly on the compliant side, compared to the volunteer test data. However, quantitatively using the CORA 
method, the active F50 model showed good biofidelity (0.81/0.89) for the pre-crash braking manoeuvre and fair 
biofidelity (0.60/0.75) for the evasive turning manoeuvre. Whole-sequence, combined, pre-crash and in-crash 
simulations were run with the active F50 and M50 models. They revealed some differences between the models, 
for which the active F50 model showed lower upper body forward displacements, and higher pelvis 
displacements, for two crash configurations and belt systems, compared to the active M50 model. Overall, 
however, the differences were small between the two HBMs.  
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle safety systems are continuously improving, and modern vehicles offers a high level of protection for 
vehicle occupants [1]. Research has indicated some differences in the injury risk related to population variations, 
such as age and sex of the occupant [1-3]. Some of these differences can be attributed to dissimilarities in vehicles 
and crashes [4], but the ability to include effects of physiological differences in the occupant population in crash 
simulation could help improving vehicle safety even further. 

Further, autonomous crash avoidance systems, through braking and steering manoeuvres, have the potential 
to reduce crash severities and prevent crashes altogether [5-8]. However, in the case a crash is inevitable, the 
avoidance manoeuvre may alter the occupant pre-crash position and muscle activation [9-11], which might 
influence the injury risk in the subsequent crash [12-14]. Some studies have analysed the effect of sex on pre-
crash kinematics, but with mixed results [9,10,15-18]. Even if sex has been shown to be a significant predictor for 
occupant kinematics in some evasive manoeuvres, this effect is small compared to the overall population 
variability [17-19]. Quantifying the effect of population variability is important to ensure that countermeasures 
are robust. 

There are several anatomical differences which might explain some of the sex-related variability in pre-crash 
manoeuvres. On average, females have more adipose and less muscle tissue, resulting in lower muscle strength 
than average males [20,21]. This is more pronounced in upper body muscles and for concentric rather than 
eccentric contractions due to lower muscle mass and fewer type II fibres, rather than a lower voluntary activation 
level [22]. 

Virtual Finite Element (FE) Human Body Models (HBMs) offer some advantages over crash test dummies, as 
FE HBMs can be equipped with active muscles and postural control algorithms required to accurately predict pre-
crash kinematics. At the same time, the high level of anatomical detail enables analysis of injury risk on the tissue 
level. In addition, HBMs can be morphed to represent a wide range of the population [23-25]. Examples of 
contemporary HBMs are; the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) [26], the Global Human Body Model 
Consortium (GHBMC) [27], the SAFER HBM [28], and the VIVA+ HBM [29]. Some of these models include active 
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muscles with postural control and have been validated for pre-crash kinematics [30-32]. However, the validations 
have so far focused on HBMs representing an average male, with the exception of two models that were validated 
for active F05 HBMs [33,34].   

There is evidence that muscle activation can influence the injury risk in the crash phase. In some studies, pre-
defined muscle activation patterns, for example from Electromyography (EMG) measurements, have been used 
to study the influence on injury risk [35-39], and in some more recent studies, muscle activation based on postural 
feedback control has been used [30,40,41]. The results are mixed, in some cases muscle activation increases the 
injury risk, while in other cases the injury risk decreases. None of these studies evaluated if sex influences the 
outcome. 

Thus, as an initial step to address the lack of validated active HBMs representing the whole population, the 
first aim of the study was to develop an average sized active female HBM and validate its pre-crash kinematics. 
The second aim was to compare this model to a baseline average sized active male HBM in whole-sequence 
frontal crash simulations. 

II. METHODS 

The SAFER HBM v10 50th percentile male active (M50) model was morphed to an average, 50th percentile, 
active female (F50) using a parametric morphing method, accounting for sex, age, stature, and Body Mass Index 
(BMI). The active F50 HBM was validated with respect to front seat passenger occupant kinematics responses in 
pre-crash braking and evasive turning manoeuvres using an objective correlation method (CORA). The active F50 
HBM and the baseline active M50 HBM were then compared in whole-sequence pre-crash braking and frontal 
crash simulations, as well as an evasive turning manoeuvre followed by an oncoming crash. 

All simulations were carried out using LS-DYNA MPP R9.3.1 (ANSYS/LST, Livermore, CA), HBM pre-processing 
and positioning with ANSA (Beta CAE Systems, Luzern, Switzerland) and PRIMER (OASYS Ltd., Sollihull, UK).  

Active F50 HBM Modelling 
The baseline HBM was the SAFER HBM version 10 [28] which is an active M50 occupant model of 1.75 m 

stature with a mass of 77 kg. This model includes active muscle postural control for the neck and trunk, modelled 
using an Angular Position Feedback (APF) control method [32,41,42]. The active M50 baseline model has 
previously been validated in braking, lane change and combined manoeuvres [32]. In addition, the model has 
been subjected to extensive in-crash kinematics and injury prediction validation [28,43-45]. 

The baseline active M50 HBM was morphed to an active F50 HBM using the parametric HBM morphing 
method described in [23]. The target F50 parameters were 45 years of age, a stature of 1.62 m and a BMI of 23.6 
[46]. More details on the morphing method and validation of in-crash kinematics and injury risk of morphed SAFER 
HBMs can be found in [47]. After morphing, the contacts of the active F50 model were fully depenetrated, and 
element quality was checked to be on par with the active M50 model [28]. 

As previous studies indicate that the sex-related difference in muscle strength is related to difference in muscle 
mass rather than voluntary activation [22], the cross-sectional muscle area was updated to create the active F50 
HBM. The muscle area, and thus the strength of the active F50 HBM was adjusted to 63% of the male baseline 
HBM, by scaling the Physiological Cross-Sectional Area (PCSA) of the muscle elements based on the difference 
between males and females in literature sources [48-50]. The controller settings, including the Proportional – 
Integral – Derivative (PID) gains, were not modified. 

Active F50 HBM Validation 
The active F50 HBM was validated based on two sets of volunteer experiments which included kinematics, 

seatbelt forces, and muscle activation data normalised to the volunteers’ Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC). 
The first set of volunteer experiments represented an autonomous pre-crash braking event in the passenger seat 
of a mid-size passenger car [9]. The second set of volunteer experiments represented an evasive turning 
manoeuvre consisting of an initial right turn followed by a left turn in the passenger seat of a mid-size passenger 
car [51,52]. Two types of seatbelt configurations, a standard seatbelt, and an Electrical Reversible Retractor (ERR) 
seatbelt in which a 170 N tension force was applied 200 ms prior to braking initiation were used.  

Averaged pulses, derived from the experiments, were used for the braking and evasive turning simulations as 
shown in Fig. 1 [9,51]. For the braking scenario, t0 was defined as the time when vehicle acceleration was 5% of 
the peak value, while for the evasive turning scenario, manoeuvre initiation was defined as t0 [9,51]. In the 
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simulations with the ERR pre-tensioned seatbelt, the retractor was activated at 640 ms (257 ms before t0) for 
braking and at 470 ms (280 ms before t0) for evasive turning [32]. The total simulation time for all validation 
simulations also included the time for positioning the HBM on the seat. The seat model used for the validation 
simulations was a generic deformable seat model based on a production seat [53]. Only gravity loading was 
applied from 0–250 ms while the head and the first thoracic vertebra (T1) were brought to equilibrium with a 
prescribed rearward displacement of 8 mm similar to the procedure in [32]. Muscle activation was added to the 
gravity loading between 250–750 ms, with the reference position time set as 250 ms.  

  
(a) Braking (b) Evasive turning 

Fig. 1. Average braking and evasive turning pulses from the volunteer experiments. The black dashed lines show 
the CORA evaluation intervals for the simulations, the blue dashed lines show the retractor activation times for 
the ERR, and the magenta dashed lines show the start of the muscle dynamics. Gravity loading started at 0 s. 

 
The model validation consisted of a total of four simulations: pre-crash braking (with and without ERR), and 

evasive turning (with and without ERR). Head translations, head rotations, first thoracic vertebrae (T1) 
translations, and forces on the shoulder and lap belts were compared to the experimental results to validate the 
model. The muscle activations of the sternocleidomastoid (SCM), cervical paravertebral muscles 
(CPVM)/semispinalis capitis (SCap), lumbar paravertebral muscles (LPVM)/erector spinae (longissimus), and 
rectus abdominis (RA) muscles were compared with the normalised muscle activation data from the experiments.  

The predicted kinematics and seatbelt forces were compared to the volunteer data to evaluate the biofidelity 
by an objective correlation method (CORA) using the CORAplus 4.0.5 software [54]. The average volunteer 
responses were used as the reference, with the average ±1 and ±2 Standard Deviations (SD) being used as the 
inner and outer corridors respectively [32]. The evaluation interval was between t0 and the end of the simulation 
for the pre-crash braking scenario and between t0 and the end of the first phase for the evasive turning scenario. 
Table A1 in the Appendix contains the evaluation settings used for CORA. The CORA ratings were classified as 
excellent (>0.94), good (>0.80), fair (>0.58), or poor (<=0.58), for easier interpretation, following the method 
described in [55].  

Comparison of Active F50 and M50 HBMs in Whole-Sequence Crash Simulations 
Two types of whole-sequence crashes were simulated with the active F50 and M50 models, Table I. The first 

included only longitudinal vehicle kinematics, in the form of a Full-Frontal Rigid Barrier (FFRB) pulse from a 56 
km/h impact. For some simulations, a 6 km/h velocity reduction due to pre-crash braking was accounted for by 
reducing the FFRB pulse severity to a 50 km/h impact. The second sequence consisted of a high-severity oncoming 
crash with 50% overlap for two cars, each with an initial velocity of 50 km/h [8], with and without an evasive 
turning manoeuvre to the right. The pre-crash braking was modelled with a constant jerk of 55 m/s3 for 200 ms 
to reach an acceleration of 11 m/s2 [56]. The acceleration was kept constant at this level for another 59 ms, 
corresponding to a velocity reduction of 6 km/h. The evasive right turning manoeuvre was modelled as the 
mirrored 6 m/s2 lateral acceleration from an experimentally recorded left turn [51], for 700 ms, corresponding 
to a lateral movement for the car of 1 m. 
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TABLE I 
WHOLE-SEQUENCE CRASH SIMULATION MATRIX. 

Simulation HBM 
Postural 
Control 

Pre-crash 
Manoeuvre ERR Crash Pulse 

Pre-crash 
Duration (ms) 

Crash Duration 
(ms) 

Total Simulation 
Time (ms) 

1 M50 Active No No FFRB 56 km/h 0 150 450 
2 F50 Active No No FFRB 56 km/h 0 150 450 
3 M50 Active Braking No FFRB 50 km/h 259 150 709 
4 F50 Active Braking No FFRB 50 km/h 259 150 709 
5 M50 Active Braking Yes FFRB 50 km/h 259 150 709 
6 F50 Active Braking Yes FFRB 50 km/h 259 150 709 
7 M50 Passive No No FFRB 56 km/h 0 150 450 
8 F50 Passive No No FFRB 56 km/h 0 150 450 
9 M50 Active Braking No FFRB 56 km/h 259 150 709 

10 F50 Active Braking No FFRB 56 km/h 259 150 709 
11 M50 Active Braking Yes FFRB 56 km/h 259 150 709 
12 F50 Active Braking Yes FFRB 56 km/h 259 150 709 
13 M50 Active No No Oncoming 0 120 420 
14 F50 Active No No Oncoming 0 120 420 
15 M50 Active Turn No Oncoming 700 120 1120 
16 F50 Active Turn No Oncoming 700 120 1120 
17 M50 Active Turn Yes Oncoming 700 120 1120 
18 F50 Active Turn Yes Oncoming 700 120 1120 

 
The whole-sequence crashes were simulated in a FE occupant compartment simulation model of a mid-size Sports 
Utility Vehicle consisting of a rigid body in white with deformable interior (seat, instrument panel etc.). The HBMs 
were positioned using the Marionette method [57] in the passenger seat, in an upright posture with the arms 
close to the body and the hands close to the legs (Fig. A 10). The seat was in its lowest position, and at mid fore-
aft travel length, with a seat-back angle of 25° for both HBMs who were positioned with their H-points matching 
that of an SAE-manikin. Due to the shorter legs of the F50 HBM, the feet were resting with the heel on the carpet 
compared with those of the M50 which were on the footrest. A passenger airbag deploying upward from the 
instrument panel was used in the crash phase, in combination with a three-point standard seatbelt with a pyro-
technical pretensioner and a single-stage load-limiter. Additionally, an ERR with a nominal force level of 200 N 
was modelled and used as an intervention in the pre-crash phase of some whole-sequence simulations (TABLE I). 
For all simulations, a 300 ms initialisation phase was included to settle the HBM in the seat and initialise the 
postural control. At the start of the crash-phase, the muscle activations were frozen and held constant [41]. For 
the simulations with the passive HBM (TABLE I), the postural control was turned off after the initialisation phase 
to provide the same initial conditions at the start of the crash phase for all simulations. All displacements were 
calculated relative to the position after the 300 ms initialisation phase. 
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III. RESULTS 

A comparison of the distributions of Jacobian, Warping and Aspect ratio element quality criteria for the solid 
elements of the active F50 and M50 models showed that the morphing process resulted in only a small 
degradation of element quality criteria, Fig. A 1. This can be seen as a shift in the distributions. Both models were 
robust, as no simulations, either pre-crash validation or whole-sequence simulations terminated prematurely. 
The resulting active F50 model can be seen alongside the base active M50 model, for comparison, in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Left: The baseline Active M50 SAFER HBM. Right: The morphed active F50 SAFER HBM. 

Active F50 HBM Validation: Pre-Crash Braking 
The kinematics from the pre-crash braking simulations were similar to the kinematics observed in the 

volunteer study and were, for most of the pre-crash duration, within the ±1 SD corridor for both the standard and 
the ERR seatbelts, although closer to the +1 SD curve (Fig. 3). However, oscillations were observed in the HBM 
head rotation (mainly visible in the Head Y rotation signal), which was not found in the average volunteer 
response. The forces in the shoulder and lap belts, as illustrated in Fig. A 2 in the Appendix, were also within the 
±1 SD corridor except for the initial peak for the shoulder belt force in the simulation with the standard seatbelt. 
 

 

  

(a) Standard seatbelt (b) ERR seatbelt 
Fig. 3. Kinematics for pre-crash braking simulations with (a) standard seatbelt and (b) ERR seatbelt. The black 
curves show average F50 volunteer response [9], grey curves show average ±1 SDs, and the red curves show 
active F50 HBM response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
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The SCM, LPVM, and RA muscle activations were mostly within the ±1 SD corridor comparing well to the 
volunteer data (Fig. A 4). On the other hand, higher levels of CPVM muscle activation were observed in the 
simulations. Muscle activation levels in the simulation with the ERR seatbelt were slightly lower, more consistent 
with the muscle activation levels observed in the volunteer data (Fig. A 5).  

Active F50 HBM Validation: Evasive Turning 
For the evaluated kinematics, the active F50 HBM predicted higher displacements compared to the volunteers 

in the evasive turning scenario (Fig. 4). However, the model response in the lateral (Y) direction, which is 
dominating the response in the evasive turning manoeuvre, was close to the +1 SD curve, showing that the model 
prediction was on the compliant side. Moreover, within the model evaluation interval (indicated with vertical 
dashed lines), the kinematics predicted in the simulation with the ERR seatbelt showed better correlation with 
the volunteer data. 

Shoulder and lap belt forces matched well with the average volunteer response within the evaluation interval, 
as depicted in Fig. A 3 in the Appendix. However, the predicted lap belt force in the simulation with the standard 
seatbelt was entirely outside the SD corridor.  

 Although similar in shape, all predicted muscle responses compared poorly with the volunteer EMG data, 
showing much higher activation levels, (Fig. A 6 and Fig. A 7). The active F50 HBM with the ERR seatbelt 
produced lower muscle activation, consistent with the volunteer data.  

 

  

  

  

(a) Standard seatbelt (b) ERR seatbelt 
Fig. 4. Head and T1 kinematics for the evasive turning simulations with (a) standard seatbelt and (b) ERR 
seatbelt. The black curves show average F50 volunteer response [52], grey curves show average ±1 SDs, 
and the red curves show active F50 HBM response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
 

Active F50 HBM Validation: CORA Ratings 
      Fig. 5 below shows the individual CORA ratings for head and T1 displacements, shoulder and lap belt forces, 
and the overall ratings per load case. CORA ratings indicate a good correlation between the active F50 and the 
average female volunteer response for the pre-crash braking scenario with both the standard (average CORA 
0.81) and the ERR seatbelts (average CORA 0.89). There were no substantial differences in the individual signal 
ratings for this scenario. 
      However, for the evasive turning scenario, the CORA ratings were lower, indicating a fair correlation with both 
the ERR and the standard seatbelts (average CORA 0.75 and 0.60, respectively).  The lap belt force showed poor 
correlation with volunteer data in the standard seatbelt load case.  
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Fig. 5. CORA ratings for the pre-crash braking and evasive turning simulations. The dashed lines indicate the 
level of correlation, excellent (>0.94), good (>0.80), and fair (>0.58). 

Comparison of Active F50 and M50 HBMs in Whole-Sequence Crash Simulations 
For both pre-crash manoeuvres, the active M50 and F50 HBMs moved away from their initial positions due to 

the manoeuvre. For the pre-crash braking without the ERR (Simulations 3 and 4), Fig. 6, the HBM’s upper body 
moved downward and forward, and was still moving forward at the start of the crash phase. The active F50 HBM 
had similar head forward displacement, 154 mm at the start of the crash phase, to the active M50 HBM (153 
mm), while the T1 displacement was the same for both HBMs (118 mm), Fig. 7. For the evasive turning pre-crash 
manoeuvre (Simulations 15 and 16), with a longer duration, the active F50 HBM did have time to recover some 
of the pre-crash induced lateral displacement, Fig. 6. The peak lateral head displacement was higher at 231 mm 
for the active F50 HBM compared with the active M50’s 150 mm, Fig. 7. For the pre-crash manoeuvres with ERR 
(Simulations 4, 5, 17 and 18) the ERR reduced the displacements for both HBMs. In the pre-crash braking, the 
chest of the active F50 HBM was somewhat more constrained than the active M50 because of the ERR activation, 
with a peak forward displacement of 53 mm compared with 59 mm, respectively. For the turning evasive 
manoeuvre, the ERR reduced the lateral displacements, to 151 mm and 94 mm for the active F50 and M50 HBM’s 
heads, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Pre-crash kinematics at the start of crash in whole-sequence Simulations 3 and 4 with pre-crash braking, 
and 15 and 16 with the pre-crash turning evasive manoeuvre. Top row: Active M50 HBM. Bottom Row: active 
F50 HBM. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Peak pre-crash head and first thoracic (T1) vertebra displacements. Left: Peak forward X displacements in 
the pre-crash braking simulations. Right: Peak inboard Y displacements in the turning evasive manoeuvres. 
Simulation 3, 4, 9, and 10 were for pre-crash braking without ERR, Simulations 5, 6, 11, and 12 pre-crash braking 
with ERR, while Simulations 15 and 16 were for turning without ERR and 17 and 18 turning with ERR. 
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The muscle activations, Fig. 8, at the end of the pre-crash braking phase, were highest in the cervical and lumbar 
extensor muscles, in particular the Splenius Capitis (SCap) for which it was 65/77 % and 74/67 % for the active 
M50 and F50 HBMs left/right side, respectively. The difference in which side had the highest muscle activation 
was due to a difference in the interaction with the shoulder belt, which acted higher up on the chest for the active 
F50 HBM. Except this minor difference, the magnitude of muscle activations was similar for both models in both 
the pre-crash manoeuvres and hence also in the subsequent crash phase simulations. 

 
Fig. 8. Muscle activations at the end of the pre-crash phase for Simulations 3 and 4 (pre-crash braking) and 
Simulation 15 and 16 (evasive right turn). Muscle group abbreviations according to Fig. A 8 and Fig. A 9 in the 
Appendix. 

For the crash phase of the whole-sequence simulations, for the FFRB 56 km/h crashes without any pre-crash 
intervention with both active (Simulation 1 and 2) and passive HBMs (Simulation 7 and 8) had similar peak forward 
X displacements that were 37 mm higher for the head and T1 for the active M50 HBM than for the F50 model, 
Fig. 9, Fig. A 15 and Fig. A 16 in the Appendix. At the same time, the active F50 HBM had higher sacrum 
displacements, due to more soft tissues in the pelvic area (Fig. A 18). For example, peak X displacements for the 
active M50 HBM in Simulation 1 were 526 mm, 426 mm, and 125 mm, for the head, T1 and sacrum, respectively, 
while for the active F50 HBM in Simulation 2 they were 489 mm, 397 mm, and 184 mm. 

Even though the pre-crash braking intervention led to a more forward position at the start of the crash phase, 
it reduced overall peak forward displacements in the crash phase for the FFRB 56 km/h simulations with both pre-
crash braking and pre-crash braking and ERR (Simulations 9–12), about 60 mm for the head forward displacement 
for both HBMs. Similarly, reducing the impact speed from 56 km/h to 50 km/h reduced the forward head 
displacement in the order of 85 mm for both HBMs, which can be seen when comparing the results of Simulations 
1–2 to 3–4 (Fig. 9).  

For the oncoming crashes, the forward head displacements were similar for all simulations (Simulations 13–18, 
Fig. 9), reaching approximately 520/480 mm for the head for the active M50/F50 HBMs, while some minor 
variations were noticed for the T1 and sacrum.  
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Fig. 9. Peak forward X displacements for the head, first thoracic (T1) vertebra and sacrum during the crash phase 
for all simulations. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

An average female HBM was created by morphing the average male SAFER HBM and scaling the muscle cross-
sectional areas. The parametric morphing method used here [23], is based on several statistical regression 
models, controlling not only the outer shape [58], but also several skeletal bone geometries [59-61]. Sex, together 
with age, BMI, and height, are used as co-variates in the regression, meaning that sex-related differences in outer 
body shape as well as sex-related skeletal differences are accounted for. However, during the morphing process, 
only the FE nodes were moved, and therefore, the model properties defined in other ways were not updated. 
This includes for example, thickness of cortical bones modelled using shell elements, and material properties. 
While many studies have shown that neither cortical thickness nor bony material properties differ between equal-
sized, young and middle-aged, males and females [62-64], it has also been shown that the properties of soft 
tissues like ligaments can differ [65]. This means that it is likely that the current version of the active F50 SAFER 
HBM have reasonable bony mechanical properties (related to the fracture risk), while future versions should 
consider updating soft tissue properties, which could influence the (pre-crash and in-crash) kinematics. 

Previous studies have shown that the body composition differs between males and females, for which females 
have more fat tissue and males more muscle tissue, which results in males being on average stronger than 
females. The higher muscle strength is more pronounced in the upper body (which is the main focus of this study) 
and has been linked to greater muscle mass and type II fibres, rather than higher voluntary activation in males 
[22]. As a result, the modelling assumption was to only scale the female muscle PCSA to 63% of the male PCSA, 
leaving other muscle controller parameters unchanged.  

The active F50 HBM was validated with respect to average female front seat passenger volunteer pre-crash 
kinematic data and seatbelt forces for two load cases: autonomous pre-crash braking and evasive turning. The 
model was able to reproduce the postural response of average female passengers in pre-crash braking, showing 
good biofidelity. However, for evasive turning manoeuvres, the model only showed fair biofidelity. There could 
be many reasons for this difference in biofidelity. The HBM interaction with the vehicle is more complex in the 
evasive turning compared to the braking load case. In the braking load case, the occupant’s torso moves into and 
gets constrained by the shoulder belt. The modelling of the shoulder belt, including the resulting belt forces are 
well defined and simulation predictions correlate well to physical test results. However, in the evasive turning 
manoeuvre the torso is only partially constrained by the shoulder belt. For in-crash far-side loading, it has 
previously been shown that the shoulder belt to torso interaction lacks in biofidelity, meaning that the friction 
had to be artificially increased for that load case [28,66]. It is possible that for pre-crash load cases too, the 
shoulder belt interaction with the upper body lacks validity. In addition to the seatbelt, the torso is also 
constrained by the seat back bolsters and by the lumbar muscles. The modelling of the seat back bolsters has not 
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been validated to the same extent as the rest of the seat foam and could potentially have incorrect stiffness for 
lateral loading. Further, the lumbar controller might be less effective compared to the neck controller, as 
indicated by the head to T1 relative displacements in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The predicted head to T1 relative 
displacements match the volunteer results well (seeing as both head and T1 is about 50 mm above the average 
volunteer responses). This means that it is most likely the lumbar controller that lacks in biofidelity.  

 In both the braking and evasive turning load cases, the model response was close to the +1 SD envelope, 
meaning that the model’s overall prediction was on the compliant side. The accurately captured belt forces (Fig 
A1 and A2) indicate that the net effect of the muscles was on the weaker side, mainly for the lumbar muscles, as 
discussed above. This could be due to lower muscle forces, because of smaller PCSA or lower muscle excitation, 
or unphysical muscle routing (point-to-point rather than an anatomical path) giving the muscles smaller lever 
arms. The PCSA of the active F50 model was scaled to 63% of the male PCSA, based on literature on neck muscles 
[48-50]. The other important muscle group for occupant precrash kinematic is the trunk muscles. Male to female 
scaling for the trunk muscles have been reported to be about 60-64% [22]. Thus, it was decided to use the neck 
scaling factor of 63% for the whole model. Therefore, it is also unlikely that the lower lumbar muscle forces are 
due to lower PCSA. As indicated by Fig A5 And Fig A6, the activation of the trunk muscles seems feasible, 
suggesting that the muscle routing might be causing the lower muscle forces. However, the validation results of 
the active F50 model can also be compared to the validation results for the active M50 active SAFER HBM reported 
in [32]. The active M50 model had CORA ratings of 0.81 and 0.82, respectively for the standard and pre-tensioned 
seatbelts, in pre-crash braking. In evasive turning, the active M50 model had CORA ratings of 0.78 and 0.84, for 
the standard and pre-tensioned seatbelts, respectively. Comparing the previous study active M50 study to the 
current study, the CORA ratings were comparable in the pre-crash braking load case. However, in the evasive 
turning load case, the CORA ratings of the active F50 model were lower. The predicted kinematics for the active 
M50 model agreed well to the average volunteer response, while in the current study the predicted kinematics 
for the active F50 model were on the compliant side (close to the +1 SD envelope). As the muscle routing is similar 
in the two models, this points away from the muscle routing hypothesis. The muscle excitement, which is 
controlled by the PID controller, is left to investigate. In addition to the controller gains, the controller also 
incorporates the neural delay.  Females have been shown to have faster reaction times [67], so future updates of 
the feedback controller should investigate if retuning the PID gains, including updates of the neural delay for the 
active F50 HBM, can further improve the model predictability. It is possible that better correlation in the 
validation setup would be achieved by retuning of the controller gains, specifically for the female model, but the 
results of the validation here is promising for a population-based morphing approach as a relatively simple scaling 
gave a reasonably good validation response for the active F50 HBM. The active F50 HBM was also able to replicate 
the volunteer trend of lower muscle activations in the ERR seatbelt load case compared to the standard seatbelt.  

Activating an ERR seatbelt could trigger a startle response in occupants, which was observed in the volunteer 
EMG data. However, like the active M50 HBM, the active F50 HBM was not able to reproduce this response 
[32,68]. The effect of a startle response was not implemented and investigated in the present study, but a possible 
approach would be to model it as a triangular impulse in the control signal to all muscles, as done in [41]. 

Both HBMs demonstrated their ability to simulate whole-sequence crashes. For the pre-crash braking 
simulations, only minor differences in occupant peak displacements were found in a comparison between the 
HBMs, most likely due to the short time span for the pre-crash braking (259 ms). During this short time, the head 
and torso of the occupants only have time to start moving, and their responses are close to that of a free-flying 
mass. For longer pre-crash braking simulations [41], a difference in forward displacements between the male and 
female HBMs could be expected. Nevertheless, both HBMs experienced reduced forward displacements due to 
the inclusion of an ERR function in the pre-crash braking simulations. For the right turn pre-crash event, larger 
changes stemming from the difference in anthropometry were found. The active F50 HBM has considerably 
higher inboard displacements due to the narrower width over the hips, leading to less support from the tunnel 
console and higher inboard peak head and T1 displacements. 

Even though the pre-crash manoeuvres changed the occupants’ position at the start of the crash phase, 
relatively small differences in peak forward position in the crash phase were found for all simulations (Fig. 9 and 
Fig. A 15 - Fig. A 17 in the Appendix). The active F50 HBM had relatively lower upper body peak forward 
displacements during crash than the active M50 HBM, due to its shorter stature and lower mass. In addition, the 
active F50 HBM had relatively greater lower body peak forward displacements which can be attributed to the 
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increased adipose tissue volume around the hips. The muscle activation levels generated by the pre-crash 
manoeuvres were of similar magnitude between the HBMs, with some slight shifts to whether the left or right 
side had the highest muscle activation in the pre-crash braking due to the interaction with the shoulder belt. 

The validation of the active F50 HBM and its application to whole-sequence crashes are initial steps towards 
FE HBMs which can represent the whole population of vehicle occupants in complex crash scenarios and be used 
to evaluate injury risk based on stresses and strains at tissue level. In the present study, however, injury 
predictions from the models were not assessed, as more work is needed to validate these from the morphed 
HBMs – work which is ongoing [47].  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

An average-sized female version of the active SAFER HBM version 10 was developed using mesh morphing and 
scaling of the active muscle cross-sectional area. The model was able to reproduce the postural response of 
average female volunteers during pre-crash manoeuvres, showing good biofidelity for occupant kinematics 
prediction in the pre-crash braking, and fair biofidelity in the evasive turning manoeuvres. Whole-sequence, pre-
crash and in-crash simulations revealed some differences between the F50 and M50 models, with the F50 model 
showing lower upper body forward displacements, and higher pelvis displacements, regardless of crash 
configuration and belt system, which can be attributed to the difference in stature, mass, and adipose tissue. This 
study presents a promising step towards including the effects of physiological differences in occupant population 
in whole-sequence simulations to improve occupant safety. Future research may seek to investigate the effects 
of active musculature in occupant models on injury risks and in other types of crash scenarios 
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VIII. APPENDIX 
 

Mesh quality 
 

 
Fig. A 1. Comparison of mesh quality of active M50 and F50 models 

CORA Settings 
TABLE A 1 

CORA SETTINGS 
Setting Weight 

Corridor rating 0.5 
Cross-correlation rating 0.5 

Shape 0.5 
Size 0.25 

Phase-shift 0.25 

Detailed Validation Results 

 

  
 

(a) Standard seatbelt (b) ERR seatbelt 
Fig. A 2. Seatbelt forces for pre-crash braking simulations with (a) standard seatbelt and (b) ERR seatbelt. The 
black curves show the average F50 volunteer response, grey curves show the average ±1 SDs, and the red curves 
show active F50 HBM response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
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(a) Standard seatbelt (b) ERR seatbelt 
Fig. A 3. Seatbelt forces for evasive turning simulations with (a) standard seatbelt and (b) ERR seatbelt. The black 
curves show the average F50 volunteer response, grey curves show the average ±1 SDs, and the red curves show 
active F50 HBM response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 

 

  

  

Fig. A 4. Muscle activations in pre-crash braking with standard seatbelt. The black curves show the average F50 
volunteer response, grey curves show the average ±1 SDs, and the red curves show the active F50 HBM 
response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
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Fig. A 5. Muscle activations in pre-crash braking with ERR seatbelt. The black curves show the average F50 
volunteer response, grey curves show the average ±1 SDs, and the red curves show the active F50 HBM 
response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
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Fig. A 6. Muscle activations in evasive turning with standard seatbelt. The black curves show the average F50 
volunteer response, grey curves show the average ±1 SDs, and the red curves show the active F50 HBM 
response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
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Fig. A 7. Muscle activations in evasive turning with ERR seatbelt. The black curves show the average F50 
volunteer response, grey curves show the average ±1 SDs, and the red curves show the active F50 HBM 
response. The vertical dashed lines show the evaluation interval. 
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SAFER HBM Muscle Spatial Tuning Groups 
The muscle activation for the SAFER HBM were calculated for eight spatial tuning groups for the cervical 

controller (Fig. A 8) and for four groups for the lumbar controller (Fig. A 9). All the muscles in each group, on the 
same side of the sagittal midplane of the body had the same activation level and resulting muscle activation in 
the simulation which were presented and analysed in these groups. 

 

 
Fig. A 8. Cervical muscle spatial tuning groups. Red: Sternocleidomastoideus (SCM) group. Blue: Sternohyoid (STH) 
group. Green: Levator Scapulae (LS) group. Magenta: Trapezius (TRAP) group. Cyan: Semispinalis Capitis (SCap) 
group. Orange: Semispinalis Cervicis (SCerv) group. Brown: C4 level Multifidus (CM-C4) group.  Purple: C6 level 
Multifidus (CM-C6) group. 

 
 

 
Fig. A 9. Lumbar muscle spatial tuning groups. Red: Rectus Abdominis (RA) group. Blue: Obliques (OBL) group. 
Green: Lumbar Erector Spinae (LES) group. Magenta: Lumbar Multifidus group (LMF). 
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Occupant Compartment Model for Whole-Sequence Simulations 

  
Fig. A 10. HBMs in the occupant compartment model used for whole-sequence crash simulations. Left: Active 
SAFER HBM M50. Right: Active SAFER HBM F50.  

Muscle Activations during the Pre-Crash Phase 

 
Fig. A 11. M50 muscle activation time histories during the pre-crash braking in Simulation 3. Muscle group 
abbreviations according to Fig. A 8 and Fig. A 9. 
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Fig. A 12. F50 muscle activation time histories during the pre-crash braking in Simulation 4. Muscle group 
abbreviations according to Fig. A 8 and Fig. A 9. 

 

Fig. A 13. M50 muscle activation time histories during the pre-crash right turn in Simulation 15. Muscle group 
abbreviations according to according to Fig. A 8 and Fig. A 9. 
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Fig. A 14. F50 muscle activation time histories during the pre-crash right turn in Simulation 16. Muscle group 
abbreviations according to Fig. A 8 and Fig. A 9. 

HBM Crash Kinematics Snapshots 

   

   
Fig. A 15. Snapshots of the HBMs at peak forward head displacements during the crash phase for Simulation 
1–6. Top row: Simulation 1, 3 and 5 with the M50 HBM, from left to right. Bottom row: Simulation 2, 4 and 6 
with the active F50 HBM, from left to right. Trajectories of head, T1 and sacrum from the whole-sequence 
simulation shown. 
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Fig. A 16. Snapshots of the HBMs at peak forward head displacements during the crash phase for Simulation 
7–12. Top row: Simulation 7, 9 and 11 with the M50 HBM, from left to right. Bottom row: Simulation 8, 10 and 
12 with the active F50 HBM, from left to right. Trajectories of head, T1 and sacrum from the whole-sequence 
simulation shown. 

Fig. A 17. Snapshots of the HBMs at peak forward head displacements during the crash phase for Simulation 
13–18. Top row: Simulation 13, 15 and 17 with the M50 HBM, from left to right. Bottom row: Simulation 14, 
16 and 18 with the active F50 HBM, from left to right. Trajectories of head, T1 and sacrum from the whole-
sequence simulation shown. 

Differences in Soft Tissue Distribution 

Fig. A 18. Difference in soft tissue distribution between the average male (left) and the average female (right) 
models. 
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